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The discussion regarding first mentions of the five Maramures royal market towns, 

inhabited by Saxon and Hungarian settlers, has concerned the researchers since XVIII century 

ongoing, so we immerge, briefly, through the historiography. 

According to our data, Visc was firstly attested in 1281 (in an archival unit which is a 

copy of an earlier one, which was lost and issued perhaps in the year 1271 or 1272), and 

mentioned several other times until the end of XIII century. By the other hand, Hust was 

mentioned in the year 1324. 

The other three royal market towns: Sighet, Teceu and Câmpulung were attested in 1326, 

in a double charter issued by the Esztergom archbishop and by the king Carol Robert. This 

document was hold before 1889 at Maramureş archives, later at Szekely Museum, and it was lost 

during WWII. The author have identified its photocopy at Romanian Academy Library from 

Cluj-Napoca, photocopy also saved on microfilm at MOL.  

From the six units, half of them (the ones from 1324, 1326 and 1352, presented at the end 

of our paper) were not translated and published by Romanian medieval record collections, until 

present. For all six we show the exact quotation inventory numbers from the archives and 

libraries where they are kept today.  

Our paper presents also the royal charter issued in 1329 for Visc, Teceu, Hust and 

Câmpulung, the papal decimas census from 1333-1335 (where are registered all five royal 

towns) and the royal charter of the last market town, Sighet, issued in 1352. 

We have attempted to determine the origin of the first settlers, the moment of their 

arrival, and the size of early royal towns. 



We also tried to explain why Sighet and Câmpulung are not included on 1333 decimal 

census (and the first one is not found nor on 1329 charter): our supposition is that the market 

towns were abandoned or destroyed, either by fire or natural disaster, or by an armed attack, 

most probably coming from surrounding Romanians. Also, there are showed the proof about 

Moldavians attacks which led to loss of first town charters.  

Outside the main subject, we propose new years as first mention for Hust (1324, instead 

1329 – the date used today by most historians), Teceu, Câmpulung and Sighet (1326, instead 

1329, respectively 1334), Maramureş’s Royal Salt Chamber (1353, instead 1397), Remeţi (1363, 

instead 1426-1430) and Coştiui (1459, instead 1474). 

 The six archival units presented above represent a valuable first hand source, without 

which we cannot understand the history of five royal market towns and the history of Medieval 

Maramureş.  
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First mentioned 690 years ago, Sighet, the most important city in the old Maramures, 

once knew a development regarding the harvesting of salt deposits in the area. Although much 

older, the city’s evolution can be traced back with certainty to the colonization efforts of the 

Hungarian and Saxons Guests, whose presence leaved a mark in the life of the area and placed 

Sighet between the other fairs or royal flourishing cities of the Middle Ages. 

Sighet was at the same time the administrative capital of Maramures, in which, starting 

with the XIV- th century, there were uninterrupted meetings of the noble Congregation, a ruling 

representative of the 4 administrative divisions (Lower, Upper, Sighet and Cosău Division. There 



also was an important harbor at the river Tisa, which was located in close proximity to the 

commercial roads that led to Poland. From here, the salt loaded ships were sent to Hungary. 

The „simple” local population, which dealt with activities related to salt mining, 

developed in the typical way of a Hungarian fair. History recorded two „official” colonization 

waves, one from the XIII-th to the XIV-th century with Hungarian and Saxons colonizers, and 

one in the XVIII-th century, when the new habsburgic ruling colonized the people from the 

Empire (Germans, Slovaks, Polish, Armenians), especially the catholic, German speaking ones. 

The lack of defensive wall sand of strong guilds led to a less spectacular development of 

the locality, development which was more rural-likely, however the rights and freedom of the 

people were confirmed through privileges repeatedly by the royalty. 

Even though Sighet was located in the close proximity of some salt deposits, a series of 

factors contributed to the slow development of the area, such as the low income of the miners, 

the infertility of the soil, the lack of organized guilds as there were in German cities, the price of 

salt and high cost of its exploitation etc. 

The development of the fair on two main streets, with a central market in which the 

hardened church was located, remained the same over the centuries. 
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From all the studies performed until now by specialists in the field,results with full 

certitude, the fact that in Maramures and also in Berbesti there was a clerical organization still in 

the first part of the 12th century.Tit Bud makes two mentions that prove the existence of a 

wooden church in Berbesti before 1758. So at page 25 from the mentioned work, the author tells 

us that “the old church (in Berbesti)before 1758 was given to the believers from Vad”and at the 

page 76 it is mentioned that”the priest from Vad, VasiliuIoodi wrote to me that the old church 



was given by the believers from Berbesti, and they gave them for the church wood in order for 

them to build another church,which in present day is still in Berbesti”.  

The second wooden church was built in Berbesti in 1758. After a thorough investigation 

done by AtanasiePopain 15 July 1932 it is received an demolition authorization with the request 

that the following object to be mentioned in the church CH or at the museum in Sighet: the 

entrance gate, a portion of a painting with the women's place and the Wedding in Cana Galilei, 

two windows from the altar-the one in the East and the one in the South-Est and the iconostasis. 

The stone church started to be built in 1889 and was finished in 1914. 
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Between 1806 - the year of the first printing house – and the nationalization of 1948, in 

Sighet were - for a longer or shorter period - 38 printing houses. Books, newspapers and 

magazines were printed here in Hungarian, Yiddish, Hebrew and Romanian languages, many of 

these being read all over Europe and even on the East Coast of USA. The scientific approach is 

both of the establishment and evolution of the printing houses and of the typography production. 

This work offers information regarding the legislative framework, printing technique and life of 

the printers. Although the information are not all the time accurate, some of them being 

hypothetical, I think that the present work presents an overall image of what the printing industry 

meant in Sighet. 
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Given the erroneous and incomplete information published in the local historiography, I 

restored the list of the former mayors of Baia Mare city, highlighting an atypical situation of the 

free royal towns of the era, namely the existence of a function as a Deputy Mayor (Vice Mayor) 

in Baia Mare (1862-1867). 

 Since the appearance of the mayor function, as a result of the Law XXIII/1848 and the 

abolition of the town autonomy (due to the Law XX/1876), the destiny of our town was led by: 

- MayorFésűsMenyhért  (May 27, 1848 -  January 30, 1861); 

- Mayor Adolf Agricola (January 30, 1861-  April 1, 1862); 

- Interim MayorSmidt Mihai (April 1, 1862 -  April 30, 1862); 

- MayorFésűsMenyhért  (April 30, 1862 -  January 12, 1874) and Deputy MayorSmidt 

Mihai (April 30, 1862  –May 4, 1867); 

- MayorNemesImre(January 12, 1874 – June 1875), until 12 June 1876 - HaracsekIgnat. 
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Devoted politician, former prefect of Satu Mare district, IoanPogaciaswasborn on June 

15
th 

1888 in the Hideaga village, Satu Mare district (todayMaramures), son of Stefan and Iuliana. 

He studied law inCluj andhegetsthe certificate of lawyerinTarguMures on October 15
th 

1917, 

working for 7 years as a public notary in Satu Mare. 



Afterthefounding of the PNL Satu Mare organization, IoanPogaciasgets on of 

theirpresentativeleaders of this party. Twotimeshewasthe prefect of Satu Mare district. Firsttime 

in the period November 1
st
 1922 - January 3

rd 
1923 andthe second timefrom June 2

nd
 1934 to 

April 20
th

 1935.  

 Also, out of thismandate he hasheldthefunctions of subprefect, director of Satu Mare 

prefectureandfirstpraetor. 

 On November 7
th

 1925 heischosen as a member of the permanent delegation of P.N.L. 

Satu Mare andfromMarch 26
th

 1934 to May 23
rd

 1935 hewas part of thefirst interim committee of 

county Council. In 1937 isappointed as law adviser of thecounty Council.   

 After 1944 heiselectedvice-president of U.D.R. as a representative of the liberal 

grouping. He passedaway on June 15
th

 1955 in Satu Mare. 
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This study presents the great experience lived by thousands of Romanian soldiers in 

World War I, in their attempt to escape from Russian captivity through an epic 

withdrawal,considered by the Romanian historian Alexander Kiriţescu a "Romanian anabasis", 

after the epic withdrawal of the 10 000 Greeks in antiquity. The purpose of the study is, not to tell 

again and again the entire story of the Romanian volunteers expeditions through Siberia, Italy and 

other conflict zones, but to highlight the participants from Maramures county. We managed to 

identify 741 volunteers from all over the county of Maramures and interpreting information in 

the attached tables after a series of basic criteria: fronts they fought, military ranks, residence, 

occupation. 
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The article represents the first chapter of the book “The cohabitation dilemmas: Greek 

Catholics and Orthodox in interwar Maramures” (SighetuMarmatiei, Valea Verde Publishing 

House, 2015), with the author’s changes and additions. We refer to the county of Maramures 

interwar period, which today is called The Historic or VoivodalMaramures, a territory that has 

evolved towards multiculturalism and multiconfessionalism over the centuries, with the 

settlement of some groups of people – different from the autochthonous Romanians – with 

diverse religious traditions. After an introduction in the historical and ecclesiastic context of the 

area, the ethnic and confessional structure of the Maramures population is analyzed from the 

perspective of the official census and church’s schematisms from 1910 to 1941, focusing on the 

interwar period. The purpose is to catch the most important moments of change in the national 

and religious life of the local people in the first half of the 20
th

 century, especially the appearance 

of a confessional mobility process amongst the Romanians and Ruthenians (Ukraineans) who 

were Greek Catholic in the 19
th

 century. Thus, from the statistic data’s synthesizing some aspects 

can be observed: the constant demographic increase of the Romanians, the coming back in the 

area of the Orthodox Church and the growth of the Orthodox believers’ weight – particularly 

after the admission of Maramures within the Great Romania, although the Greek Catholic 

Church kept its ecclesiastic structure and most of the adherents (in 1940 it had almost 90% of the 

total of Romanians and Ruthenians). 
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The article contains an analysis of the documents produced by former Security (the Romanian 

communist secret political police) structures before and after the political imprisonment of Ion 

Diaconescu (1947-1989), the author of one of the most notable memoirs written in Romania after 1989, 

the renownedTemniţa, destinulgeneraţieinoastre. 

Ion Diaconescu knew political detention within the mining forced  labor/gulag camps  from 

BaiaSprie and Nistru, where he performed intense mining activities, moreover, contributing greatly to 

organizing mining working procedures in the technical offices of the two labor camps, together with 

AlexandruBalş and Ion E. Bujoiu. The analyzed documents also relate to the period of time following 

Diaconescu’s release. The aspects revealed are based on unpublished documentation sources (regular 

informative files and prosecution case files), stored and managed by The National Council for the Study 

of Securitate Archives in Bucharest.    
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 The unpublished military diploma was issued by Gabor Bethlen, Prince of 

Transylvania, on the first day of May, 1625, in the city of Alba Iulia. 

 With this degree, it concedes graciously the quality of noble military to the "truly 

noble" Gerheş Gregory and Margaret Ritti and their seven sons along with all the heirs and 

descendants of both sexes. 

 Also, they are given tax exemptions and ordinary or extraordinary contributions and 

protection specific to the rank of nobility. 
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 The presentation aims to bring back to light coats of arms granted in 1560-1608, by the 

sovereigns of the time to Romanian families or people from Maramures, individually or in 

groups, for deeds or other merits in their service. 

 First, the study includes the analysis of the components of the coat of arms, namely the 

shield, the chromatic field, natural and artificial heraldic figures, as well as the exterior elements 

of the shield: the helmet, Crown which is above the helm, the crest, the lambrequins, and the 

devise. 

 In the second part, we described the coat of arms, taking into account in each case the 

date, the place, the person granting the coat of arms, the holder, the blazon of the insignia in 

accordance with the standards of heraldic science, and, as appropriate, original descriptions in 

Latin, heraldic reproductions, quota and bibliographical references. 
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 Besides agriculture, a main branch of the rural economy was, in all historical 

periods,the livestock. This sector has ensuredpeople's food, clothing and eased further the 

possibility of land transport. The sheep were rarely mentioned in the documents of time, 

although the tradition is old in Romanian. This documentis kept by theManuscript Department 

from Hungarian Academy of Sciences in Budapest, and it is aboutan agreement between 

Transylvanian princess AnaBornemiszaand a group of cattle owners in the county of Maramures. 
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This work presents two inventories of the Saint Basil the Great Order monasteries from 

Bârsana and Boroneavo (Maramureş, that today is in Ukraine), made by secular and 

ecclesiastical authorities with the occasion of the abrogation of the basilitan monasteries from 

historic Maramureş in the years 1790 – 1791. Also, there is a short history of the two 

monasteries in which are used the most recent historical works and unpublished documents from 

the archivistical fonds kept at the State Archive from Transcarpathia region.  

 

 

                                         Ciocaş Family Collection from Cărbunari 

  

Summary of the paper 

Elevated to the status of nobles in 1659, Ciocaş family had an important part to play in 

the history of Chioar district for many centuries. The National Archives, the county of 

Maramureș branch, got hold of the Ciocaş family archive in 1972 keeping documents from 1774 

to 1944. 

The documents belonging to the Ciocaş family collection bear information regarding old 

Romanian families from several villages in the Chioar district revealing data on each family’s   

uprise and decline. The documents present both the social relations between noblemen and 

scenes of everyday life in that period of time as well, most of them concerning community 

issues: heritage trials, loans for which some people traded in wealth or even individual freedom, 

property limits, witness hearings, goods settlements, land registration, personal letters of some of 

the Ciocaș family members during the war. Moreover, the collection includes Romanian poems 

written in 1918 by Augustin Ciocaş, family letters and books currently being kept in the research 

library. 

 


